
Figure: Surface chlorophyll-a maps of 4 members (left panels) of the NEMO-PISCES probabilistic ensemble for 
the 04/15/2005. Surface chlorophyll-a ensemble mean and standard deviation are displayed in most right panels.
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1-General context: The AtlantOS project
‣ Overarching goal: achieve a transition from a loosely-coordinated ocean observing 

system producing fragmented, and usually monodisciplinary data, to a fitter-purpose 
and sustainable Integrated Atlantic Ocean Observing System (IAOOS).


‣ For this purpose, scientific efforts are focused on: defining requirements and optimal 
design of observing systems related to climate and ecosystems, and improving the 
readiness of observing networks and data systems. 

‣ Improved design of regional in-situ observing systems for ocean analysis, reanalysis 
and forecasting of physical and biogeochemical variables using Observing System 
Simulation Experiments (OSSEs) and data assimilation to merge in-situ and satellite 
observations with numerical models.

‣ Provide recommendations for the resolution and sampling of the Biogeochemical-
Argo (BGC-Argo) network in the subpolar North Atlantic from comparisons between 
observing scenarios, defined through OSSEs.


‣ Assess the performance of the different scenarios, based on a new ensemble-based 
probability score approach.

3-A probabilistic version of NEMO-PISCES
‣ The biogeochemical PISCES model (Aumont et al., 2015) has been coupled to NEMO/

OPA in a 1/4° North Atlantic configuration (NATL025-PISCES), including 46 z-levels.

‣ 60-member ensemble probabilistic simulation performed using a direct stochastic 

parameterization of the main sources of uncertainty (Garnier et al., 2016). Two classes 
of uncertainties are simulated by adding a Log-Normal multiplicative noise ξ(t), as 
described in Brankart et al. (2015):


‣ on biogeochemical parameters 

‣ related to unresolved scales (biogeochemical equations are non-linear)


‣ The on-going OSSEs aim to assess two distributions of the BGC-Argo network (1/4 
and full existing Argo) from April 2015, as well as their complementarity with satellite 
ocean color observations. Floats are considered to have chl-a, nitrate and oxygen 
sensors.


‣ Total observation errors (i.e instrumental and representativity errors) set to 30%. 

‣ Defined observing scenarios:

‣ #1: L3 daily CMEMS ocean color data (reference scenario)

‣ #2: L3 daily CMEMS ocean color and BGC-Argo sensors on 1/4 of the Argo array

‣ #3: L3 5-day mean CMEMS ocean color and BGC-Argo sensors on full Argo 

5-The ensemble-based probability score approach

6-Preliminary results 

4-The observing scenarios

‣ Assumption: The 60-member NEMO-PISCES probabilistic ensemble model correctly 
describes the prior uncertainty.


‣ Objective: assess the defined observing scenario ability to reduce this background 
uncertainty, with a direct comparison to 60-‘nature' oceans. 

Algorithm steps:  
● loop on ensemble members (i=1,…,60)

● use member i as 'nature' ocean and simulate synthetic 

observations (using the scenario to be tested)

● solve the assimilation problem using the simulated 

observations from the ensemble (leaving out member i)

● compute the probabilistic score of the updated ensemble 

using the 'nature' ocean (member i) as verification

Cross-validation 
algorithm applied to a 
set of 3D inversions to 
reduce numerical coast

Produce reliable and 
objective probabilistic 

scores:

•Reliability → system 
consistency 

•Resolution → information gain 

7-Work perspectives 
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2-Objectives of the study
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‣ The probability distribution of the ensemble has been shown to be coherent with the 
distribution of SeaWIFS data (Garnier et al., 2016)


‣ Observations are assimilated using a Singular Evolutive Extended Kalman (SEEK) filter in the NEMO-PISCES 
model using the System of Sequential Assimilation Modules (SESAM) software (Brankart et al., 2012).


‣ SESAM is used to compute all matrix operations required by the assimilation scheme, such as the innovation 
vector, the analysis update and associated covariance errors. The state vector includes all prognostic 
biogeochemical state variables of PISCES, meaning that a multivariate analysis update is computed.


‣ Anamorphosis transformations are also applied to each separate variable of the state vector prior to the 
ensemble analysis step to ensure that the marginal probability density functions (PDFs) of each variable 
becomes close to Gaussian (Brankart et al., 2012). The corresponding inverse transformations are performed 
after analysis to come back into the original model space.


‣ Advantages:  → better description of the correlations between observed an non-observed variables                  

→ parameterization of the error statistics avoiding to obtain negative values for the  
concentration variables of the state vector after the analysis step


Probabilistic validation of the ensemble

‣ Compare the results with the prior ensemble: 

‣ RMSD (root mean square deviation) of the distance to verification 

member in both prior and updated ensembles

‣ Compute the following probabilistic scores for each defined scenario:


‣ Reliability: rank histograms, Reduced centered Random Variable 
(RCRV) and reliability part of the Continuous Rank Probability 
Score (CRPS)


‣ Resolution: resolution component of CRPS and entropy of 
distribution


‣ Define additional scenarios depending on preliminary results, including 
BGC-Argo sensors from physical OSSEs provided by Mercator Ocean 
and with comparisons focused on the period from 03/01/09 to 02/28/10 
daily simulation outputs (i.e. large NAO and MOC variability)


‣ Give some insights for the optimal sampling of the BGC-Argo network 
in the subpolar North Atlantic region

*available online at http://www.metoffice.gov.uk/hadobs/en4/ 

‣ The 60-member ensemble evaluation must be performed in a probabilistic way.

‣ Validation requires accumulating independent realizations of the probabilistic system, to measure two properties: 

the reliability and the resolution. 
‣ Reliability property:


‣ Check consistency between the updated ensemble and the verification member, which is here the 'nature' 
ocean (necessary but not sufficient) 

‣ Test the hypothesis that both are drawn from the same probability distribution 

‣ Resolution property:

‣ Measure the gain of information brought by the simulated observations (actual score of the scenario) 

‣ Indicate the reduction (or not) of the prior uncertainty, as characterized by the spread of the ensemble


‣ Preliminary observing scenario:

‣ #0: L3 5-day MERIS ocean 

color (05/05/2005) and BGC-
Argo sensors on 1/4 of Argo 
in May 2015


‣ Total observation errors set 
to 30%

Figure: Surface chlorophyll-a maps of the verification (upper left), given by MERIS data 
(bottom left), members 1 and 20 of the updated ensemble for the 04/15/2005 (middle panels). 
Surface chlorophyll-a updated ensemble mean and standard deviation are displayed in right 
panels.

Summary of the method

The assimilation problem

Figure: Assimilated observations to assess the observing scenarios. Blue dots (upper left) 
indicate the Argo array distribution (EN4* data set) for April 2015, green dots (upper right) 
indicate a ¼ sub-sample of the full Argo array. Ocean color tracks from the L3 daily and 5-day 
mean 4km CMEMS global product are shown in bottom panels (colorbar in log-scale).


